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ABSTRACT. We prove in a very simple way Shilov extension theorem 
(if A is a commutative Banach algebra, h a character in the Shilov 

boundary of A and B a commutative superalgebra of A then h admits 
an extension to B which can be chosen in the Shilov boundary of B) 
and use this proof t~ extend similar results to higher dimensional 
Shilov boundaries. 

1. I NTRODUCT ION. 

Let A be a (complex commutative) Banach algebra with unity and X(A) 

the spectrum space of characters of A. The Shilov boundary ro(A) is 
a compact subset of X(A) which plays an important role in various 
problems, in particular in the search of existence of I-dimensional 
analytic structure on X(A). For higher dimensions ro(A) seems to be 
too small and Basener [2] and S;ibony [11} have defined a bigger 

subset of X(A), rn(A), which is an appropiate generalized Shilov 
boundary (see als0 [1,5,6,7,11] for more information on rnCA)). 
In this paper we are concerned w;ith the following property of r 0 (A), 
ca.lled Shilov extension theo'l'em: if A is a closed subalgebra of a 

Banach algebra B then every· chal'acter in r 0 (A) admits an extension 
to some character k of B. Moreover k can be chosen in ro(B), by a 
result of; Rickart [9,(3.3.25)]. It turns out that there is a very 
simple proof of these results which yields to a generalization 

when roCA) is replaced by rn(A). For this, we use a characteriza
tion of lnCA) due to Tonev [11]. We would like to thank Professor 
Tonev for providing his preprint [11] and giving us very useful 
information concerning rnCA). 

In this paper Banach algeb~a means a complex commutative Banach 
algebra with unit. If A is a Banach algebra a cha~acter of A is a 

non-zero homomorphism h: A + C. The spectrum of A is the space 
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X(A) of all characters of A; provided with the weak * topology X(A) 
is a compact Hausdorff space, The GeZfand transformation A : 

A + C(X(A)) .is defined by aCt) - $(a), a E A. For a (a1, ... ,an) E 

E An and hE X(A) we put a - (a1, ... ,an): X(A) + Cn heal 

(h(a1), ... ,h(anll - (a1(h), ... ,an(h)) - a(h), Ih(all-

( r Ih(a )12)1/2 and Zeal - {h E X(A): heal - O}. We denote by 
i-I 1 

UnCAl the set of all a E An such that Z(a)is empty. It is well-

known that a E UnCAl if and only if there exist bI" .. ,bn E A such 

n 
that L a.b. - 1. The joint spectrum of a E An is °A(a) - image of 

i-I 1. 1. 

3; it is clear that a E UnCAl if and only if 0 - (0, ... ~O) ~ 0A(a). 

A boundary for A is a closed subset F of X(A) such that sup{lh(a) I: 

h E F} - sup{ Ih(a) 1 h E X(A)}, (a E A) i.e. lIali F - 113I1 X (A) , 

(a E A). The ShiZov boundary of A ii the intersection of all boun
daries, which is itself a boundary of A; it will be denoted by 
ro(A). For n ~ 1 rn(Ajis defined as follows: for a closed subset 

F of X(A) let AF be the closure in C(F) of {aIF: a E A}; then for 

a E An it can be shown that X(AZ(a)) - Zeal so ro(AZ(a)) C Zeal C 

C X(A) and we define !the n th-ShiZov boundary of A, rn(A), as the 

closure in X(A) of u{ro(AZ(a)): a E An}. We shall need the follow

ing characterization of r n (A), due to Tonev [11]: a cl()sed subset 

F of X(A) is a n-boundary of A if min{lh(a) 1 : h E X(A)} -

min{lh(a)1 h E F} for every a E Un+I(A); Tonev's theorem says 

that the intersection of all n-boundaries is a n-boundary which 

coincides with r (A). 
n 

3. THE RESULTS. 

The first theorem extends slightly Shilov theorem, as it appears 
in [8, §13, Theorem 3'] and Rickart theorem [9, (3.3.25)]. 

Recall that the transpose of a (continuous unital) homomorphism of 
Banach algebras f: A + B is the map f*: X(B) + X(A) defined by 

f* (k) - k 0 f. 

THEOREM 1. Let f: A + B be a homomorphism of Banach aZgebras. Then 

the foZZowing conditions are equivaZent: 
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(1) r 0 (A) C f* (X (B)) ; 

(2) "a"X(A) = "f(a)"X(B) (a E A) 

(3) ro(A) C f*(ro(B)). 

Proof. Observe, first, that (2) means that f preserves the spectral 

radius, because if rACa) = sup {Iltl: It E 0A(a)} then rA(a) 

= sup{lh(a)l; hE X(A)} = lIaIl X(A)' Observe also that rB(f(a)) .;;; 

.;;; rA(a) because 0B(f(a)) C 0A(a). Then lIill X(A) > IIf(a)II X(B) (a E A) 

always holds. 

" (1) ~ (2) Given a E A, the continuous function a attains its maxi-
mum absolute value on the Shilov boundary, so there exists 

hEr (A) such that Ih (a)1 = "a"X(A)' By (1), h = f*(k) for so-o 0 • 0 0 0 
.;"... 

me ko E X(B), so we get lIf(a)llX(B) = sup{lk(f(a))l: k E X(B)} > 

> Iko(f(a))1 = Iho(a)1 = IlaIlX(A)' w4ichgives (2). 

(2) ~ (3) It suffices to see that f*(ro(B)) is a boundary for A. - .;"... Given a E A, lIall X(A) = IIf(a)II X(B) by (2). But IIf(a)1I = Ik(f(a)) I 

for some k E ro(B) because f(a) attains its maximum absolute value 

on ro(B). Thus lIallX(A) = Ik(f(a)) I .;;; lIallf*(X(B» , which means 

that "a"X(A) = "allf*(X(B»' 

This gives (3). The implication (3) ~ (1) is obvious. 

COROLLARY 1. If A is a closed subalgebra of a Banach algebra B then 

every character in ro(A) admits an extension to a character in 

ro(B). 

Proof· It is well known that rA(a) = rB(a) = rB(i(a)) if i: A -+ B 

is the inclusion and a EA. Then ro(A) C i*(ro(B)), which means 

precisely the assertion. 

We recall that asubalgebra C of B is full if every c E C which 
is invertible in B is also invertible in C. In general, a homomor
phism f: A -+ B is full if its image is a full subalgebra of B. 

COROLLARY 2. Let f: A -+ B be a full homomorphism of Banach algebras. 

Then ro(A) C f*(ro(B)) C f*(X(B)). 

Proof. It is easy to see that f is full if and only if 0A(a) = 
" ............ 

0B(f(a)) (a E A). In particular, if f is full lIallX(A) = "f(a)"X(B) 
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(a E A) and the theorem applies. 

We proceed now to extend Theorem 1 to higher dimensional Shilov 
boundaries. 

THEOREM 2. Let f: A ... B be a homomorphism of Banaah algebras and 

n ~ 1. Then the following aonditions are equivalent: 

r (A) C fA eX(B)) ; 
n 

(1) 

(2) 

(3) 

min{lh(a)l: hE X(A)} = min{lk(f(a))I; k E X(B)} (aE Un+1(A)); 

rn(A) C fA(rn(B)). 

Proof. Observe, firstly, that {h(a): h E X(A)} always contains 
{k(f(a)): k E X(B)} and then min{lh(a)l: hE X(A)} ~ min{lk(f(a))I: 

k E X(B)}, (a E An+lj. 

(1) - (2) Let a E Un+1(A). By Tonev's theorem I~I attains its mini

mum at some ho E rn(A). By (1) ho = kof for some ko E X(B) and 

minI Ih(a) I: h E X(A)} = IhoCa) I = Iko(f(a)) I ~ minI Ik(f(a)) I : 

k E X(B)}. Together with the previous remark, this gives (2). 

(2) - (3) It suffices to show that f*(r (B)) is a n-boundary for A. 
n 

Let a E Un+1 (A). Then, by (2) minI Ih(a) I: h E X(A)} = minI Ik(f(a)) I: 

k E X(B)} and this minimum is attained at some ko E rn(B). This 

shows that min{lh(a) I: h E X(A)} = min{lk(f(a)) I: k E rn(B)} 

(a E Un+1CA)), which means that f*(rn(B)) is an-boundary. 

COROLLARY. Let f: A ... B be a n-fuZl homomorphism of Banaah algebras, 

i.e. if f(a) E Un(B) for some a E An then it must be a E UnCAl. 

Then r n-l (A) C f* Cr n-l (B)) c f* (X (B)) • 

Proof· Ob,serve that f is n-full if and only if a A (a) 

aB(f(a)) (a E An). It suffices to verify condition (2) of Theorem 

2 (with n+l replaced by nl. Given a E UnCAl let ho E rn_1(A) be 

such that Iho(a) I - min{lh(a) I: hE X(A)}. The equality DA(a) = 

= aB(f(a)) shows that ho(a) E aB(f(a)) so there exists ko E X(B) 

such that hoCa) = ko(f(a)). In particular min{lh(a)l: h E X(A)} 

= Iko(f(a))1 ~min{lh(a)l: hE X(A)} = min{lk(f(a))I: k E X(B)};;;' 

~ min{lh(a)1 : hE X(A)} , as desired. 
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REMARKS. 1. It is false, in general. that every character in the 
n-th Shilov boundary of a closed subalgebra A of a Banach algebra 
B admits an extension to B. ~ndeed. if A is the disc algebra (the 
algebra of all continuous functions on the closed unit disc D 
which are analytic in the interior of D) and B = C(T). where 
T = {z E C: Izl = f}. then the restriction £ + fiT is an isometric 
isomorphism 1': A + B onto a closed subalgebra (which we call agaIn 
A) of B. The transposecr* is the inclusion of T = X(C(T») into 
D = X(A). However. fl(A) = D and r*(X(B» does not contain fl(A). 

This shows that the condition (2) of Theorem 2 is strictly stronger 

than "rA(a) = rB(f(a}) (a E A)". 

2. The notion of n-fun homomorphism. which appears in the study of 
the surjectivety of the transpose (4), is rel.ted to Carleson's 
theorem (3):1£ fl ••.•• f n are bounded ~nalytic functions on the 

open disc Ii (in symbols, f1' •..• f n E Hco ) satisfying 

(*) If1 (z)1 + ••• + Ifn(z)1 ;;;. 15 (z 'E Ii) 

for some 15 > O. then there exist gl, ... ,gn E H"" such that 

f 1g 1 + ••• + fngn = 1. In fact, condition (*) means that 

(f1 , ••• , f ) E U (BC (Ii), where Be (Ii) is the algebra of all bounded 
,n n 

continuous functions on Ii, whose spectrum is the Stone~Cech compac
tization of Ii, ali. Carleson's theorem proves that the. inclusion 

i: Hco + BC(Ii) is n-full for n;;;' 1. By our last corollary we get 

f (Hco) C i*(ali) for n ;;;. 1. 
n '-

3. With similar arguments to tho~e used in Theorem 2 several rep 
. suIts concerning the Shilov boundary can be generalized to 

fn (n;;;' 1); for example Holladay's version of Rouche theorem [9, 

(3.3.22)] admits the following generalization: 

THEOREM. Let A be a 8anaah algeb~a, n ;;;. 1 and a,b E An. Suppose 

that 

Ih(a) - h(b) I < Ih(a) I (h E f (A» 
n 

The proof combines Tonev's characterization of fn(A), Rickart's 

proof and our Theorem 2. 
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